To
The Principal/Head of Institution
Schools affiliated to CBSE
(Through CBSE Website)

SUBJECT: Conduct of Practical Examinations/Internal Assessment /Project Assessment with the Compartment Examinations of Class-XII Students—regarding

Some students have been placed in RP (Repeat in Practical) category in few subjects in Class XII result. All these students have to appear in Practical Examinations / Internal Assessment / Project Assessment and compulsorily in theory examination also.

Schools and students may please note following for further necessary action in this regards:

1. APPLICATION FOR COMPARTMENT EXAMS
   It is may be ensured that the schools submit the names of these students for compartment examination in theory part also for examination scheduled from 25th August, 2021.

2. CONDUCT OF PRACTICAL EXAMINATIONS/INTERNAL ASSESSMENT /PROJECT ASSESSMENT
   It may be noted that the schools will submit the marks to the Regional Offices after conducting the Practical Examinations/Internal Assessment /Project Assessment in only online mode in respect of all candidates placed in RP (Repeat in Practical) category. It may be ensured that the schools do not call the students for these assessments, in face to face mode, unless specifically permitted by the respective state governments in respective areas of jurisdiction. Examiner appointed earlier may be requested for the same.

The process shall be completed and the marks shall be sent to the concerned Regional Offices by 31.08.2021 positively.

( DR. SANYAM BHARDWAJ)
CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS

Copy to web admin with the request for uploading on CBSE website